Abstract. We investigate isoperimetric constants of infinite tessellating metric graphs. We introduce a curvature-like quantity, which plays the role of a metric graph analogue of discrete curvature notions for combinatorial tessellating graphs. Based on the definition in [26], we then prove a lower estimate and a criterium for positivity of the isoperimetric constant.
Introduction
Isoperimetric constants, which relate surface area and volume of sets, are among the most fundamental tools in spectral geometry of manifolds and graphs. They first appeared in this context in [7] , where Cheeger obtained a lower bound on the spectral gap of Laplace-Beltrami operators. For discrete Laplacians on graphs, versions of Cheeger's inequality are known in various settings, e.g. [1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 13, 23, 30, 32] . They find application in many fields (such as the study of expander graphs and random walks on graphs, we refer to [28] and [38] for more information) and consequently, there is a very large interest in graph isoperimetric constants.
In the case of tessellating graphs (i.e. edge graphs of tessellations of R 2 ), they have been investigated using certain notions of discrete curvature (see for example [17, 24, 34, 38, 39] ). On the other hand, the idea of plane graph curvature already appears earlier in several unrelated works [14, 20, 36] and was also employed to describe other geometric properties, for instance discrete analogues of the GaussBonnet formula and the Bonnet-Myers theorem, e.g. [4, 8, 19, 22, 24, 36] .
Another framework for isoperimetric constants are metric graphs G, i.e. combinatorial graphs G d = (V, E) with vertex set V and edge set E, where each edge e ∈ E is identified with an interval I e = (0, |e|) of length 0 < |e| < ∞ . Topologically, G may be considered as a "network" of intervals glued together at the vertices. The analogue of the Laplace-Beltrami operator for metric graphs is the KirchhoffNeumann Laplacian H (also known as a quantum graph). It acts as an edgewise (negative) second derivative f e → − d 2 dx 2 e f e , e ∈ E, and is defined on edgewise H 2 -functions satisfying continuity and Kirchhoff conditions at the vertices (we refer to [5, 6, 11, 35] for more information and references; see also [12, 26] for the case that G is infinite). A well-known result for finite metric graphs (i.e. V and E are finite sets) is a spectral gap estimate for H in terms of an isoperimetric constant due to Nicaise [33] (see also [25, 27] ).
In this work, we are interested in infinite metric graphs (infinitely many vertices and edges). A notion of an isoperimetric constant α(G) in this context was introduced recently in [26] (see (2.5) below for a precise definition) together with the following estimate
which holds for every connected, simple, locally finite, infinite metric graph. Here λ 0 (H) := inf σ(H) is the bottom of the spectrum of H. However, let us stress that explicit computation of isoperimetric constants in general is a difficult problem (known to be NP-hard for combinatorial graphs [31] ). Hence the question arises, whether one can find bounds on α(G) in terms of less complicated quantities. On the other hand, the definition of α(G) is purely combinatorial and moreover α(G) is related to the isoperimetric constant α comb (G d ) of the combinatorial graph G d (see [26] for further details). This strongly suggests to use discrete methods for further study. For combinatorial tessellating graphs, such tools are available in the form of discrete curvature and it is natural to ask whether similar techniques also apply to metric graphs. Moreover, the class of plane graphs contains important examples such as trees and edge graphs of regular tessellations.
Motivated by this, the subject of our paper are isoperimetric constants of infinite tessellating metric graphs (see Definition 2.1). Our main contribution is the definition of a characteristic value c(·) of the edges of a given metric graph (see (2.9)), which takes over the role of the classical discrete curvature (up to sign convention; as opposed to e.g. [17, 22, 24] , our results on α(G) are formulated in terms of positive curvature). In the simple case of equilateral metric graphs (i.e. |e| = 1 for all e ∈ E), c coincides with the characteristic edge value introduced by Woess in [37] . Moreover, for a finite tessellating metric graph (Corollary 3.9), e∈E −c(e)|e| = 1, (1.2) which can be interpreted as a metric graph analogue of the combinatorial GaussBonnet formula known in the discrete case (see e.g. [22] ). In terms of these characteristic values, we then formulate our two main results: Theorem 3.1 contains a criterium for positivity of α(G) based on the averaged value of c(·) on large subgraphs G ⊂ G. In Theorem 3.3, we obtain explicit lower bounds on α(G). A simplified version of this estimate is the following inequality:
( [29] . Finally, we demonstrate the use of our theory by examples. First, we consider the case of equilateral (p, q)-regular graphs. Here, α(G) is closely related to α comb (G d ) and hence can be computed explicitly. It turns out for large p and q, the estimate in Theorem 3.3 is quite close to the actual value. Second, we show how to construct an example where α(G) and α comb (G d ) behave differently.
Let us finish the introduction by describing the structure of the paper. In Section 2, we recall a few basic notions and give a precise definition of infinite tessellating metric graphs. Moreover, we review the definition of α(G) and define the characteristic values. Section 3 contains our main results and proofs. In the final section, we consider examples. (i) T is locally finite, i.e. each compact subset K in R 2 intersects only finitely many tiles.
(ii) Each bounded tile T ∈ T is a closed topological disc and its boundary ∂T consists of a finite cycle of at least three edges. (iii) Each unbounded tile T ∈ T is a closed topological half-plane and its boundary ∂T consists of a (countably) infinite chain of edges. (iv) Each edge e ∈ E is contained in the boundary of precisely two different tiles. (v) Each vertex v ∈ V has degree ≥ 3.
Here, a subset A ⊆ R 2 is called a closed topological disc (half-plane) if it is the image of the closed unit ball in R 2 (the closed upper half-plane) under a homeomorphism φ : R 2 → R 2 . For a tile T ∈ T , we define
where the latter is called the degree of a tile T ∈ T . Notice that according to
The above assumptions (i)-(v) imply that T is a locally finite tessellation of R 2 , i.e. a locally finite, countable family of closed subsets T ⊂ R 2 such that the interiors are pairwise disjoint and T ∈T T = R 2 . In addition, G d = (V, E) coincides with the edge graph of the tessellation in the following sense: by calling a connected component of the intersection of at least two tiles T ∈ T a T -vertex, if it has only one point and a T -edge otherwise, we recover the vertex and edge sets V and E.
For a finite subgraph G ⊂ G d , let F ( G) be the set of bounded faces of G, i.e. the closures of all bounded, connected components of R 2 \ G. By local finiteness, each bounded face of G is a finite union of bounded tiles T ∈ T . Moreover, define P( G) as the set of tiles T ∈ T with ∂T ⊆ G. Note that always
Metric graphs.
After assigning each edge e ∈ E a finite length |e| ∈ (0, ∞), we obtain a metric graph G :
where deg G (v) denotes the degree of a vertex v ∈ V with respect to G. For a given finite subgraph G ⊂ G we then set
Following [26] , the isoperimetric constant of a metric graph G is then defined by
where the infimum is taken over all finite, connected subgraphs G ⊂ G and mes( G) denotes the Lebesgue measure of G, mes( G) := e∈ E |e|. We will say that the metric graph G satisfies the strong isoperimetric inequality if α(G) > 0.
Recall that for a combinatorial graph
where the infimum is taken over all finite subsets U ⊂ V. There is a close connection between α comb (G d ) and α(G) and we refer for further details to [26] . We also need the following quantities. The weight m(v) of a vertex v ∈ V is given by
Clearly, m(v) equals the Lebesgue measure (the "length") of the star E v . The perimeter p(T ) of a tile T ∈ T is defined as
For every e ∈ E, we define its characteristic value c(e) by c(e) :
Here we employ the convention that whenever ∞ appears in a denominator, the corresponding fraction 1/p has to be interpreted as zero if p is infinite. Let us mention that for equilateral metric graphs G (i.e. |e| ≡ 1 for all e ∈ E), the characteristic value c(e) coincides with the characteristic edge value introduced in [37] in the context of combinatorial graphs. Finally, we need the following class of subgraphs of G. A subgraph G = ( V, E) ⊂ G is called star-like, if it can be written as a finite, connected union of stars. More precisely,
for some finite, connected vertex set U ⊆ V. Also, for a finite subgraph G ⊂ G, we define its interior graph G int = ( V int , E int ) as the set of interior vertices v ∈ V int := V \ ∂ G together with all edges between such vertices. We say that G is complete, if F ( G int ) = P( G int ), or equivalently if every bounded face of G int consists of exactly one tile T ∈ T . Let us denote the class of star-like complete subgraphs by S(G).
Strong isoperimetric inequality for tessellating quantum graphs
Now we are in position to formulate our main results. Our first theorem relates the positivity of the isoperimetric constant with the positivity of the characteristic values of a metric graph.
and lim inf
Here lim inf is taken over all star-like complete subgraphs G ∈ S(G). 
(ii) If mes(G) = e∈E |e| < ∞, then the lower bound
holds. In fact, if G is tessellating, then deg(∂ G) ≥ 2 for every finite subgraph G ⊂ G and (3.4) follows immediately from (2.5). (iii) Theorem 3.1 can be seen as the analogue of [37, Theorem 1].
(iv) As we will see below, the proof of Theorem 3.1 implies the explicit estimate
5)
however, the conditions in Theorem 3.1 are weaker than positivity of the righthand side in (3.5).
The next result shows that pointwise estimates for the characteristic values also yield lower estimates for the isoperimetric constant. To this end, introduce the following quantities
and set 
we easily get the following rough estimate
where deg
On the other hand,
.
If c * (G) > 0, then so is the right-hand side in (3.11) which implies
To prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, we first show that we can restrict in (2.5) to star-like complete subgraphs.
Lemma 3.5. Let G = (V, E, | · |) be a tessellating metric graph. Then
where
Proof. (i) First, we show that it suffices to consider subgraphs that are either starlike or consist of a single edge. Let G = ( V, E) be a finite, connected subgraph of G and
By construction, each G i is star-like and each edge e ∈ E belongs to at most one G i . Let E r = E \ n i=1 E i be the remaining edges. Then
Moreover, both vertices of an edge e ∈ E r are in ∂ G and
This finally implies deg(∂ G)
(ii) To complete the proof, it suffices to construct for every star-like subgraph G a star-like, complete subgraph G ∈ S(G) with G ⊇ G and deg(∂ G) ≥ deg(∂ G). Let G int = ( V int , E int ) be the interior graph of G. Denote by F 0 the set of bounded, open components of R 2 \ G int and by F = {F = f | f ∈ F 0 } the bounded faces of G int . The idea is to add "edges contained in bounded faces". Define the subgraph G = ( V, E) by its edge set
If an edge e ∈ E is incident to a vertex v ∈ f with f ∈ F 0 , then its other vertex lies in F = f . Hence deg G (v) = deg G (v) for every vertex v with v / ∈ K := F ∈F F . On the other hand, every vertex v ∈ K belongs to G and satisfies deg
Also, U is finite by local finiteness and connected since G is star-like and ∂f ⊆ G int for f ∈ F 0 . It remains to show that G is complete. Let F be a bounded face of the interior graph G int . Suppose T ∈ T with T ⊆ F . Then T ⊆ F ⊆ F for some bounded face F of G int . In particular, e ⊆ K for every edge e ⊆ ∂T . But every vertex v ∈ K belongs to G int , and hence ∂T ⊆ G int and F = T Remark 3.6. Combining (3.12) with (3.3), one concludes that the inequality
mes( G) (3.14)
implies that
In Example 4.3, we provide an explicit construction of a graph satisfying (3.14).
The next lemma contains the connection between c(e) and α(G). holds for any star-like, complete subgraph G ∈ S(G).
Proof. Let G int = ( V int , E int ) be the interior graph and E b := E \ E int the remaining edges. Then
where P( G int ) is the set of tiles T ∈ T with E T ⊆ E int . By Euler's formula (see, e.g., [16] )
Because G is complete, F ( G int ) = P( G int ) and |e|c(e) is equal to
Since G is star-like, there are no edges e ∈ E with both vertices in ∂ G. Therefore, #E b = deg(∂ G) and the proof is complete.
Remark 3.8. For future reference, observe that
This implies the following estimate
for every star-like, complete subgraph G ∈ S(G). 
Remark 3.10. Formula (3.18) can be seen as the analogue of the combinatorial Gauss-Bonnet formula known for combinatorial graphs (see [22, Proposition 1] ). Let us also mention that the difference in the right-hand side arises from our convention p(T ) = ∞ for unbounded T ∈ T .
Theorem 3.1 now follows from Lemma 3.5 and 3.7 together with the inequality deg(∂ G) ≥ 1 for G ∈ S(G). Moreover, we can already deduce (see (3.5) and (3.11) ) the basic estimate α(G) ≥ c * (G). (3.19) By improving this bound further we finally obtain Theorem 3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We start by providing a basic inequality. By 3.4, we have
. Then using (3.10) and (3.11), a lengthy but straightforward calculation implies
Hence by Lemma 3.5, it suffices to show that
for every G = ( V, E) ∈ S(G).
We will obtain (3.21) by induction over # V int . If # V int = 1, that is, V int = {v} for some v ∈ V, then G "consists of a single star". More precisely, E = E v and (3.20) implies deg(∂ G)
Now suppose # V int = n ≥ 2 and (3.21) holds for all G ∈ S(G) with # V int < n. We distinguish two cases:
for all v ∈ V int . In view of (3.17), define
Now assume that v ∈ V int and that v is connected to at least one vertex in ∂ G. Since G is star-like and # V int ≥ 2, v is connected to another vertex in V int and hence there exists an interior edge e ∈ E int incident to v. Going through the edges incident to v in counter-clockwise direction starting from e, denote by e + the "last" edge incident to v with e + ∈ E int . Define e − analogously by going clockwise. Then e ± ∈ E 1 ∪ E 2 . Moreover, if e + = e − , then e = e + = e − ∈ E 2 . Thus δ(v) ≥ 1 for every such v ∈ V int . Since G is star-like,
and (3.21) follows from (3.17).
(ii) Assume that #{u ∈ ∂ G| u is connected to v} ≥ deg
and that v is connected to exactly one w ∈ V int . We "cut out" the deg * (G) − 1 edges between v and ∂ G and define G = ( V, E) by its edge set E = E \ {e ∈ E| e connects v and ∂ G}.
Then G is again star-like and complete. Its interior graph
, where e v,w is the edge between v and w. In particular, G satisfies (3.21). Now assume (3.21) fails for G. Then
by (3.20) . Consequently,
which is a contradiction.
Examples
In this section, we illustrate the use of our results in three examples.
Let G p,q denote both the corresponding combinatorial graph and the associated equilateral metric graph, that is, we put |e| ≡ 1 for all e ∈ E p,q = E(G p,q ). Notice that G p,∞ is an infinite p-regular tree T p (also known as a Cayley tree or a Bethe lattice). Next, by (2.9), we get
for all e ∈ E p,q , and the vertex curvature of the combinatorial graph G p,q (see for example [17, 8, 37] ) is given by
for all v ∈ V.
Since strictly positive vertex curvature implies that G d has only finitely many vertices (see [8, Theorem 1.7] ), the characteristic value should satisfy c p,q ≥ 0. Clearly, c p,q = 0 exactly when (p, q) ∈ {(4, 4), (3, 6) , (6, 3) } and in these cases G p,q is isomorphic to the square, hexagonal or triangle lattice in R 2 . If c p,q > 0, then G p,q is isomorphic to the edge graph of a tessellation of the Poincaré disc H 2 with regular q-gons of interior angle 2π/p (see [15, Remark 4.2.] and [21] ). In the latter case, Theorem 3.3 implies α(G p,q ) > 0 and the estimate
Notice that in the case q = ∞, equality holds true in (4.3) (see, e.g., [26, Example 8.3] ).
It is well-known that (see [18] , [15] ),
. 
for every equilateral metric graph G = (V, E, | · |) with underlying combinatorial graph
6) where
Comparing (4.6) with (4.3), we conclude that the error in the estimate (4.3) is uniformly of order 1 (pq) 2 . Finally, let us mention that using (4.5), we can turn (4.3) into a lower estimate for α comb (G p,q ) as well. After a short calculation, we recover Theorem 1 from [24] ,
4.2. Another example. Denote by Z 2 + the square lattice of the upper half-plane, i.e. the combinatorial graph with vertex set Z × Z ≥0 and two vertices connected if and only if they are connected in the square lattice Z 2 = Z × Z. Fix k ∈ Z ≥3 and let G k be the graph obtained from Z 2 + by attaching to each vertex v ∈ Z × {0} an infinite k-regular tree (see Figure 1) .
To assign edge lengths, we first define a partition of the edge set E k . We denote by E k,tree the set of edges e ∈ E k belonging to one of the attached trees. Also, let
be the vertices on the "n-th horizontal line". For n ∈ Z ≥0 , we define E + k,n as the set of "vertical" edges between the n-th horizontal line V n and the (n+ 1)-th horizontal line V n+1 , and E − k,n as the set of "horizontal" edges connecting vertices in the n-th horizontal line V n (see Figure 1) . Finally, we equip G k with edge lengths in the following way:
e ∈ E k,tree 
Next, taking into account that k ≥ 3, we get c(e) = 4 − 2 k + 2 for all e ∈ E ± k,n with n ≥ 1. Thus we obtain For v ∈ V 0 , we obtain
Moreover, for the remaining vertices v ∈ V belonging to one of the attached trees,
By assumption, k ≥ 3 and hence M (G k ) = 9k + 11 2 . In addition, P (G k ) = ∞ since T contains unbounded tiles. Thus we obtain 10) and Theorem 3.3 implies the lower estimate α(G k ) ≥ 18k + 11 18k + 9 k − 2 k .
Our next goal is to derive an upper estimate. For l ∈ Z ≥2 , let G l be the subgraph consisting of all edges in one of the attached trees between V 0 and V −l . Then it is straightforward to verify
and as a consequence,
where T k is the equilateral, k-regular tree (see Example 4.1 or [26, Example 8.3] ). This implies the two-sided estimate 18k + 11 18k + 9
In particular, α(G k ) → 1 for k → ∞. On the other hand, in Example (4.4) we have α comb (G k ) = 0 (since clearly α comb (Z 2 + ) = 0), however, α(G) > 0. In particular, Theorem 3.3 shows that the isoperimetric constants of the combinatorial and metric graph behave differently.
4.3.
Non-equilateral p-regular trees. We conclude with an example showing the use of Remark 3.6. For p ∈ Z ≥5 , let T p be the equilateral, p-regular tree from Example 4.1. Fix an edgeê ∈ E(T p ). In the following, we will consider T p equipped with another choice of edge lengths. Define the metric graph T p := (T p , | · |) by assigning |e| := p, e =ê 1, e ∈ E(T p ) \ {ê} .
Let G ∈ S(T p ) be a star-like complete subgraph. Ifê / ∈ E, then mes( G) = # E. If e ∈ E, then V int = ∅ since G is star-like. Hence mes( G) = # E + p − 1 ≤ 2# E.
Thus we conclude from (4.6) and Lemma 3.5 that
for all p ≥ 6. On the other hand, ℓ * (T p ) = p ≥ 6 by assumption. Hence Remark 3.6 implies α(T p ) = 2 ℓ * (T p ) = 2 p .
